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Let Me Remind You The Imitation of Christ Poetry in Motion
Yeah, reviewing a book Mario Let Me Love could accumulate your near associates listings. This is just one of the solutions
for you to be successful. As understood, attainment does not suggest that you have astounding points.
Comprehending as competently as deal even more than other will allow each success. neighboring to, the pronouncement as
skillfully as sharpness of this Mario Let Me Love can be taken as skillfully as picked to act.

Let Me Love You Apr 16 2021 My gaze locked onto his face, and my breath caught. He was the hottest man I had ever set
eyes on. His eyes pulled me into them against my will. I sensed a deep well of pain lying hidden just below the surface that
mirrored my own. The intensity of his gaze felt like it was drowning me, and I couldn't look away.When Sydney Harper's
sister drags her into a night out after dumping her cheating boyfriend the day before, she never expected to run into a
gorgeous man who affected her so deeply. When the undeniable sexual tension between them tempts her into old habits from
her painful past, she manages to deny her urges, hoping she'd never see him again. However, fate has other ideas. I was
suddenly desperate to spend time with her again. Seeing her last night, had been a bright spot in the numbing emptiness I had
been living in. I hadn't felt anything in so long besides guilt and anger and shame. There was something about her, and I
wanted to feel that way again. Jensen Hayes was lost in a world of guilt and shame following a horrifying car crash that
killed his brother, then cost him his father two days later to a stress-induced heart attack. When fate leads him back to the
irresistible woman whom he thought he would never see again, can he overcome his own demons enough to let her love in?
Or will they destroy any chance he has of ever being happy again?
Conflict Of Interest Jul 08 2020 Deception is a dangerous game but Grayson Armstrong didn't agree with the rules. Having
endured trauma in his own childhood, honesty went a long way with him. He respected anyone who lived in their truth but
he had a remedy for those who didn't. His entire life was a closed book that not even his best friend, Yesinia Bridges, had
ever read. Yesinia had dreams and becoming an attorney was one of them. Admittedly, she didn't make the best decisions but
befriending Grayson was one of the greatest. Her best friend didn't think that he was worthy of love until she came along and
showed him otherwise. She thought that nothing could ever break their bond but life had a way of proving her wrong. When
hearts are broken and trust is stripped away, will Yesinia and Grayson be able to overcome their obstacles? Secrets have a
way of being revealed in the most unlikely ways and not everyone will walk away unscathed.
Let Me Love You Jul 20 2021 One strong-willed girl, struggling to make it on her own One good man who makes her
believe in the possibility of happily ever after One choice that might leave them both broken... Letting someone in can be the
hardest part... Life has never been the stuff of fairy tales for Rene Beaumont. On her own from a young age, Rene has
struggled to stay on track, determined to make a better life for herself. Forget dating, boyfriends, any sort of love lifesurviving day-to-day has been Rene's main objective. She has no time for men and no desire to be crushed by the
disappointment that always follows when she lowers her guard to let someone in. Caleb-sweet, loyal, drop-dead gorgeous
Caleb-is the one who person who is able to break through Rene's wall. But when a heartbreaking choice leaves Rene broken,
will she shut him out of her life forever or will she let Caleb show her what it really means to be loved? Let Me Love You is
a stand-alone romance in Lily Foster's Let Me series. This is a New Adult Contemporary Romance: Due to strong language
and sexual content, this book is not intended for readers under the age of 18
Let Me Love Again Feb 24 2022
A Man ?s Woman Mar 04 2020 Reproduction of the original: A Man ?s Woman by Frank Norris
The Imitation of Christ Jul 28 2019 This classic of Christian devotional literature, with readings focused on the life of Christ,
has brought understanding and comfort to millions for centuries. Written in a candid and conversational style, The Imitation
of Christ discusses liberation from worldly inclinations, recollection as a preparation for prayer, the consolations of prayer,
and the place of eucharistic communion in a devout life. The Read & Reflect with the Classics edition of The Imitation of
Christ includes the classic text in an easy to read adaption coupled with personal reflection questions, additional study
questions, and prayer prompts for today's Christian reader.

Let Me Burn Jan 14 2021 She isn't looking for love. He's not planning on staying around. But when they meet, sparks fly...As
a big city firefighter, Lucas lives for his job. Forced to take extended leave following an accident, he returns to his small
hometown to stay at the beach cottage his grandparents left him. The problem is, he's not used to having so much time on his
hands. After a broken engagement, Ember isn't ready for love right now. Though her heart might be mended, she prefers to
keep herself busy with her family and work; that way she won't get hurt again. But she didn't count on meeting a handsome
firefighter with a dimpled smile. After Lucas saves her from one awkward situation too many, she can't stop thinking about
him.Ember finds Lucas impossible to resist, and he's determined not to let her. As long summer days melt into sultry,
passionate nights what begins as a fling develops into something much deeper. Until the day Ember's ex-fiancé returns to
town and threatens to destroy the fragile connection that's building between them.
Let Me Love (The Invisibles: Trey & Kailey) Aug 01 2022 A chance encounter. An undeniable connection. An
unimaginable twist of fate. Kailey’s life is crumbling. Her best friend and sister, Jen, is dying, leaving her young family
devastated. With little hope of saving her, Kailey is forced to face a reality she never expected. Trey’s life is fun and
carefree. He loves the girls, his drums, and his friends. That’s not to say he isn’t continuously plagued by a difficult decision
made years ago—one that changed the course of his life. Despite the connection they make when their paths unexpectedly
cross, Kailey knows her life has no room for anyone else right now. But regardless of how many times she pushes him away,
Trey only fights harder to make a place for him in her life and in her heart. Trey thought he knew heartbreak, but he had no
idea until life gave him a second chance, only to snatch it away just as fast. This time he’s determined to keep his place in the
life of the ones he loves. Is there such a thing as fate? If so, can Kailey and Trey hold on to one another long enough to
discover there’s no such thing as a chance encounter?
My Pride Won't Let Me Love You My Heart Won't Let Me Hate You Jun 18 2021 Have you ever been done wrong by
someone you gave your all too? You want to hate them, you know you should hate them but, your heart just won't let you.
Your pride is what's keeps you thinking straight and from falling for the love you once had for that person. You can't love
them but, you can't hate them. What do you do? How do you handle it?
Let Me Hold You Longer May 18 2021 Rhyming text encourages parents to savor not only their children's "firsts"--like first
steps and first words--but the "lasts" as well.
Wish You Were Here Oct 30 2019 #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the author of Small Great Things and
The Book of Two Ways comes “a powerfully evocative story of resilience and the triumph of the human spirit” (Taylor
Jenkins Reid, author of The Seven Husbands of Evelyn Hugo and Daisy Jones & The Six) Rights sold to Netflix for
adaptation as a feature film • Named one of the best books of the year by She Reads Diana O’Toole is perfectly on track. She
will be married by thirty, done having kids by thirty-five, and move out to the New York City suburbs, all while climbing the
professional ladder in the cutthroat art auction world. She’s an associate specialist at Sotheby’s now, but her boss has hinted
at a promotion if she can close a deal with a high-profile client. She’s not engaged just yet, but she knows her boyfriend,
Finn, a surgical resident, is about to propose on their romantic getaway to the Galápagos—days before her thirtieth birthday.
Right on time. But then a virus that felt worlds away has appeared in the city, and on the eve of their departure, Finn breaks
the news: It’s all hands on deck at the hospital. He has to stay behind. You should still go, he assures her, since it would be a
shame for all of their nonrefundable trip to go to waste. And so, reluctantly, she goes. Almost immediately, Diana’s dream
vacation goes awry. Her luggage is lost, the Wi-Fi is nearly nonexistent, and the hotel they’d booked is shut down due to the
pandemic. In fact, the whole island is now under quarantine, and she is stranded until the borders reopen. Completely
isolated, she must venture beyond her comfort zone. Slowly, she carves out a connection with a local family when a teenager
with a secret opens up to Diana, despite her father’s suspicion of outsiders. In the Galápagos Islands, where Darwin’s theory
of evolution by natural selection was formed, Diana finds herself examining her relationships, her choices, and herself—and
wondering if when she goes home, she too will have evolved into someone completely different.
Let Me Love You Again Jun 06 2020 Selena Rosenthal left behind her high school sweetheart, who was the love of her life,
seven years ago. Now, she and the once-rebellious Oliver Bowman are back in Chandlerville after his foster father s heart
attack and Selena s contentious divorce to deal with her secrets, the recklessness that caused their breakup, and the almoststrangers they ve become to each other and their families. As soon as his father is stronger, Oliver must return to the
successful career that helps support a new generation of foster kids. But he s falling for Selena again, her daughter has a hold
on his heart, and he can t imagine leaving behind his brothers and sisters once again. More attached by the day to their
charming hometown and families, Selena and Oliver fall in love for the second time. Has fate brought Chandlerville s
prodigal children together again this time forever? "
Lord, Let Me Love Nov 23 2021 A heartwarming anthology of inspirational writings features the favorite prayers, poetry,
wisdom, and prose of the best-selling author of Two from Glilee and I've Got to Talk to Somebody, God. Reprint.
Let Me Remind You Aug 28 2019 What happens when a man you can't remember has more memories of you than you have
of yourself?Clay's football career is brought to a halt after losing his memory in an accident. When he moves back to San
Diego, he hopes familiar surroundings will bring back his memory. He doesn't expect to be slapped in the street by the most
interesting guy he's never met before. Or has he? Why else can't he get the image of the high-heel-wearing guy who owns the
queer lingerie shop from his mind?After years of a secret relationship with Clay, Jeremy called it quits. But when he told
Clay to forget about him and move on, he never counted on that actually happening. Now two years following their breakup,
Clay's family wants Jeremy to help fill in the gaps in his memories. Will Jeremy be able to handle poking around old
wounds? Or will revisiting these memories remind them of all the fun times they had and how much they are still in love?
Let Me Remind You is a new book in the Love Permit series and can be read as a standalone. It is low angst with intense

moments and features an MC who's fabulously fem without apology. Expect lace, sweet walks down memory lane, and
falling in love all over again.
Let Me Love You Through It Mar 28 2022 Abuse thrives in the silence. Join me on my mission to bring to light the biggest,
silent epidemic man has ever known. 29 Brave women and men, including myself, have given us a peek inside the true
darkness if their lives lived in domestic violence, and their encouraging battles to escape..
Let Me Love You Aug 09 2020 This thoughtful, reflective, witty collection of poems and songs is a sharing of the soul and
heart of a survivor. In its honesty and at times heartfelt loneliness, we find ourselves able to relate to so many of the feelings
expressed here. It can bring us to tears, make us laugh, then remind us of our own love, or the love we lost. Somehow, when
hope seems gone, we find inspiration and strength. We can feel the rhythm and see why many of these poems have been
made into songs. "Let Me Love You" is one of the most beautiful love poems of our time. . . Compassionate. . . Loving
"When all your world is tumbling down When not one true friend may be found Remember-- I will still be around Let Me
Love You
Let Me Love Myself Apr 04 2020 Welcome to the most exciting, challenging self improving journey. Our destination is all
the wealth and light we hide either because of being unaware or due to our lack of trust and love to ourselves. This book is
written with the unique target to move you discover your inner treasure and free you of all the misunderstood beliefs that
keep you chained to the acceptance that your fate has not been very generous with you. This book sheds light on your path of
redemption and leads you to your inner treasure. Your inner discovery will lead you appreciate yourself, your life and feel
blessed you are a part of this world. This analytical step by step guide brings you closer to your reality and gratitude so that
you discover yourself, respect yourself and love yourself.
Let Me Love You Jan 26 2022 Twenty-three-year-old Ren Haynes returns home after graduating college with two goals-start his engineering career and claim the heart of his parents' thirty-one-year-old divorced neighbor, Stacey Williams.Stacey
is nursing her broken heart and shattered ego. Not only did her ex-husband have an affair, he got the woman pregnant.
Picking up the pieces of her life isn't easy, so when Ren taps into her need to feel desired again, she finds herself in a position
she never imagined.Can Ren help to rebuild her confidence and convince her that age is just a number?
Just Let Me Love You Sep 21 2021 No one ever said a lasting love would be easy. When Chase and Kay hit the streets of
Las Vegas, the goal is simple-rescue Will, Chase's brother, from making the biggest mistake of his young life. But keeping
Will out of trouble turns out not to be the only obstacle in Chase and Kay's path. Finding himself back in the city that broke
him, Chase's heartbreaking past threatens to derail all the progress he's made. However, Chase is determined not to let that
happen. While striving to help Will before he implodes, Chase seeks to come to terms with the things that almost destroyed
him. He soon discovers that the answers to the most complicated questions sometimes lie in one's own heart. You just have
to be willing to dig deep enough to find them. Can Chase succeed in doing that? Just Let Me Love You is a story of healing,
letting go, and trusting love to guide you. The conclusion of the Judge Me Not trilogy brings everything full circle. New
Adult Romance
Abstract Musings May 06 2020 Abstract Musings is a collection of poetical verse where honest feelings are unveiled as
disclosed from the imagination of the author. Inspiring works are, offered, inviting open-mindedness as repetitive messages,
flow, exposing truth of life where not all is pure and wonderful. Very often rhythmic words combine to form haunting
images, revealing belief that everything is mystically possible, yet, sometimes horribly insufferable. Much of this poetry
reflects ideals inciting fate as reality on a journey through designated vistas. Many show that, moments of fear obliterate
hope, telling we must offer heart-felt prayers to GOD asking to, be shown a new path to our destined eternity. Throughout
this book faith is, revealed as uppermost always, testifying to our Creator's power over HIS scientific domain. Existence and
illusion intertwined invariably by love or loss are recurring themes explored intuitively in, these writings. Two of Judith's
newest poems, "Castles of Sand" and "Crystal Beaches", are examples of the author's passionate cries voicing inequality for
mankind, with greed totally violating harmonious guardianship of our Earth. They were, penned mid 2010 after the
devastation caused to the world by corrupt governments, big banks, and big corporations (particularly BP) was, realized.
Abstract Musings correlates social and moral conscience, deigned through thought and vision by a questing soul, displayed
lyrically within the pages of this volume.
Let Me Love You Nov 04 2022 Trying to put past hurts behind you is hard when your ex is a fool, but buoyed by child
support and alimony, Jo Walker is moving forward with her life, pursuing a career, raising her little girl, and trying to live in
peace. She believes she has all the bases covered in her world. But what about her heart? Rap legend Everett "Big South"
McClain is divorced, too, knows all about failed relationships, and has relegated his love life to casual connections rather
than pursuing something real. That is, until he lays eyes on Jo. She's exactly what he never knew he needed. He's what's been
missing from her world. Will she accept what he has to offer and let him love her?
When Forever Changes Aug 21 2021 From the USA Today bestselling author of Inseparable comes another emotional,
angsty, friends-to-lovers, second-chance romance. STANDALONE title. Gabby Looking back, I should have seen the signs.
Perhaps I did, but I subconsciously chose to ignore them. From the time I was ten, when I first met Dylan, I knew he was my
forever guy. Back then, I couldn't put words to what I was feeling, but, as the years progressed, I came to recognize it for
what it was-soul-deep love. The kind only very few people ever get to experience. Dylan was more than just my best friend,
my childhood sweetheart, my lover. He was my soul mate. We were carved from the same whole-destined to be together
forever. Until he changed. And I believed I was no longer good enough. Until he shattered me so completely, it felt like I
ceased to exist. And I'd never experienced such heart-crushing pain. Until he leveled me a second time, and I truly wanted to
die. But I had to stay strong because I wasn't alone in this cruel twist of fate. I look to the sky, pleading with the stars,

begging someone to tell me what I should do because I don't know how to deal with this. I don't know how to cope when my
forever has changed, and I can't help wondering if I had seen the signs earlier, if I'd pushed him, would it have been enough
to save us? Or had fate already decided to alter our forever? Due to mature content and potential triggers this book is only
recommended to readers over the age of eighteen.
Catalog of Copyright Entries Oct 23 2021
Let Me Hold You Sep 09 2020 NBA player, Leland McClain, the baby of the McClain family, is tall, handsome,
talented...and spoiled. He's a man who gets what he wants, and what he wants is the lovely Kimberly Hampton. Kim
Hampton is the director of a community center, a woman who lives to help others while trying to forget a troubling past. As
far as she's concerned, a relationship with any man is a horrible idea. But a relationship with Leland McClain? That's just out
of the question. He has to have her. She is undeniably attracted to him. But will she lower her guard and let him hold her?
Ebony Mar 16 2021 EBONY is the flagship magazine of Johnson Publishing. Founded in 1945 by John H. Johnson, it still
maintains the highest global circulation of any African American-focused magazine.
Let Me Love You Oct 03 2022 Valerie Rhodes lives a mundane life as a bank manager who has settled into a daily routine.
So when Jaden Coleman, the handsome man she sees every day at the coffee shop she frequents asks her out, he shakes up
her world quite a bit. The bravely ambitious, Jaden, is a man who knows what he wants and goes after it. After spending
years dedicating his life to his career, he is finally ready to find a woman to settle down with. When secrets from the past
reveal themselves, Jaden and Valerie have to decide if love can conquer all.
No Feelings Involved Dec 13 2020 Can this skeptical player let down his guard long enough to let love into his life, or is this
forbidden romance a train wreck in the making? Ryan James doesn't believe in love. It's a truth he learned early in life. A
truth he carried with him into adulthood. He broke his golden rule one time, but Myndi trampled all over his heart,
cementing his belief that love is a lie and not worth the effort. Now he's returned to his cynical views and promiscuous
lifestyle, racking up more notches on his bedpost than he can count. Until Summer Petersen comes crashing into his world,
threatening to knock down his walls with her tempting body and sunny, sweet personality. Summer is determined to lose her
V-card before she starts freshman year of college, and the hot, older guy with the cute dimples, dazzling smile, and rippling
biceps is just the man for the job. Ryan doesn't take much persuading, and he rocks her world, giving her a night to
remember. When they walk away, there's an unspoken agreement it was a one-time thing. Ryan doesn't do feelings, and
Summer doesn't want to be tied down at eighteen. But when she moves into her brother Austin's apartment, she's shocked to
discover her new roomie is the guy who recently popped her cherry. Ryan can't believe he slept with Austin's baby sister, and
if he finds out, he'll literally kill him. Keeping their hook up a secret is nonnegotiable. Keeping his thoughts, and his hands,
off Summer, less so. Because the longer he's around her, the more he finds himself catching feelings for the gorgeous
brunette. Summer doesn't want to care for her older brother's best friend, but Ryan makes her feel things she's never felt
before, and she's slowly falling under his spell. Embarking on an illicit affair behind Austin's back has train wreck written all
over it, but provided they keep their feelings in check, they can end this before he ever finds out. It's not like either of them is
in love. Right?
Let Me Love You Sep 02 2022 No commitment, no strings, no promises— And then love got in the way! Skye Thompson's
Miami getaway brought more than sun, sand and warm breezes—it led to steamy passion with no rules, no restrictions. Dr.
Terrance Marshall was smart, sexy and the best medicine for a woman on the rebound. Their weekend ended on a goodbye
kiss—and the unwanted complication of love. Terrance had a growing practice, a messy divorce and a child to put first. He
was not sure how a future with Skye would fit into any of it. Different cities, separate lives— Could he really just settle for a
few days of searing memories? Not a chance. Not if he could prove to Skye that loving him was worth the risk!
Let Me Please You Sep 29 2019 She's the only sister in a family of alpha males. Loved, treasured, and sheltered by her
brothers, Kat McClain is working to heal the pain of a failed marriage to a man she loved from her teenage years and move
on with her life, but she's a woman, she has needs, and she is understandably lonely.Tommy Kirby has protected her brother
since he was barely a man and has been a silent staple in the McClain family for just as long. He loves his job and his life, is
loyal to his employer, but more than anything, he wants a family of his own.Perhaps these two are exactly what the other
desires.*** This is a novella that takes place during the same time as Let Me Show You, book 3 of the McClain Brothers
series and is best read after reading that book. ***Contains mature content.
Let Me Love You Dec 25 2021 Twenty-three year old Ren Haynes returns home after graduating college with two goals--start
his engineering career and claim the heart of his parents' thirty-one year old divorced neighbor, Stacey Williams. Stacey is
nursing her broken heart and shattered ego. Not only did her ex-husband have an affair, he got the woman pregnant. Picking
up the pieces of her life isn't easy, so when Ren taps into her need to feel desired again, she finds herself in a position she
never imagined. Can Ren help to rebuild her confidence and convince her that age is just a number
Popular Music: Popular music analysis Dec 01 2019 Popular music studies is a rapidly expanding field with changing
emphases and agenda. This is a multi-volume resource for this area of study
Let Me Love You Feb 01 2020 MalloryMy professional life has taken off. Now if I could get a personal one, that would be
great. He is so amazing. Good looking, smart, and everything I ever wanted. Why won't he let me love him?MalachiComing
home from a life of service is hard. It's even harder when you're injured. Why did she have to be so beautiful? She is
everything I never knew I wanted. Letting her love me was the easy part. Don't let the title fool you, this book is full of all
the MK Moore yumminess that you can handle. As always, you can expect a safe and steamy happily ever after.After all,
425 Madison Ave is the perfect place to fall in love!Each story is completely standalone, but you'll want to read them all.
Trust me.

O Love That Will Not Let Me Go Apr 28 2022 A collection of writings from classical and contemporary theologians and
Bible teachers encouraging believers to face death with a firm and confident belief in the character and promises of God.
Let Me Love You May 30 2022 What happens when a guy who constantly needs rescuing meets his Prince-not-soCharming? After bailing on his corporate kingdom due to a very public scandal, the last thing Tate expects is to bump into
temptation in the woods. A five feet four, one-hundred-and-twenty-pound guy who reeks of a damsel in distress. In other
words, Tate's kryptonite. When a sprained ankle leaves him trapped in the woods, Bryan has no option but to accept help
from the only man within miles around. But there's just so much to do in a cabin before boredom kicks in. With only one
bed, one brooding inexperienced hunk, and a few days for his injury to heal, it's only a matter of time before things heat
up.Just when Tate starts opening up to Bryan, an unexpected turn of events throws Bryan in the face of danger. To rescue
him this time, Tate must leave his fortress in the woods to return to society. Will their brief encounter be enough for them to
survive what lurks in the city? Full of playful banter, lingerie, heels, a slight age gap, devious friends, stubborn exes,
mystery, and intrigue, this book will give you a thrilling and swoony experience.Please note, this approximately 100k word
book was previously published as Falling for Mr. Corporate and My Dear Mr. Corporate. Over 20k words have been added
to the story for a dual POV of the section which was formerly Falling for Mr. Corporate. Also newly edited.
Poetry in Motion Jun 26 2019 : These writings are the reflections of my love for the people in my life and the love that I
have for the world around me. These expressions of my heart, love goes out beyond all that I witness and see, to let love
prevail overall. To me, LOVE is the greatest power in the whole universe, and I am graceful and thankful that beyond all
else, that I have seen and witness in the world, that love is the key to life greatest treasures.
Love Me, Love Me Not Nov 11 2020 High school senior Hailey has to choose whether to risk her placement with a great
family to pursue a relationship with her foster brother.
Finding Kyler Oct 11 2020 Two fractured hearts and a forbidden love they can't deny. You shouldn't want what you can't
have... Faye Donovan has lost everything. After her parent's tragic death, she's whisked away from her home in Ireland when
an unknown uncle surfaces as her new guardian. Dropped smack-dab into the All-American dream, Faye should feel
grateful. Except living with her wealthy uncle, his fashion-empire-owning wife, and their seven screwed-up sons is quickly
turning into a nightmare-especially when certain inappropriate feelings arise. Kyler Kennedy makes her head hurt and her
heart race, but he's her cousin. He's off limits. And he's not exactly welcoming-Kyler is ignorant, moody, and downright
cruel at times-but Faye sees behind the mask he wears, recognizing a kindred spirit. Kyler has sworn off girls, yet Faye gets
under his skin. The more he pushes her away, the more he's drawn to her, but acting on those feelings risks a crap-ton of
prejudice, and any whiff of scandal could damage the precious Kennedy brand. Concealing their feelings seems like the only
choice. But when everyone has something to hide, a secret is a very dangerous thing. "Being a fan of the Royals series and
the Fallen Crest series this book had everything I love - drama, mystery, betrayal, love, friendship, and the bond of family."
Emma. Goodreads Reviewer. NOTE FROM THE AUTHOR: Only suitable for readers aged seventeen and older due to
mature content and language. Please note this book contains a forbidden love theme featuring first cousins and a cliff hanger.
It is not a standalone read.
Let Me Love You Jun 30 2022 Love is the last thing a lone woman in the West should believe in, but the heart doesn't
always listen to good sense. With a spirit as wild as the West, Brianna Spencer faces a hard life in the small town of Silver
Peak. Her father has not returned from spring hunting, but no way is she listening to anyone who says her father is dead. He's
delayed.that's all. When Sloan McAlister finds Brianna walking the docks to pay down a bank note, she grabs his attention.
The docks aren't meant for her caliber of woman. Yet the West is ruled by one thing, the need to survive. Sloan soon finds
himself right in the middle of a claim-jumping family that considers Brianna easy prey while her father's out of the picture.
His better judgment says to walk away. But after one stolen kiss, Sloan refuses to do anything of the sort. If she's going
warm any man's bed, Brianna will marry him. However, Brianna wants more than his strong arm to back up her father's
property. It's his love or nothing. Warning, this title is a Historical western, but still steamy with a good taste of sultry.
Girl! Let Me Tell You... . . Jan 02 2020
Drugs Talk Feb 12 2021 Are you suffering from deep depression? Social anxiety? Otis von Darling sure was. He lived in
his own little world for a long long time. He was quite happy with it. One day, some stranger on the street made him realized
that he could not live in his own perfect world forever. Reluctantly, he decided to get out of his reality to real reality. Only
God knows why he was hooked on drugs and spirituality. Anyhow, Otis was as high as kite almost every day, laughing,
crying, loving, hating, and fracturing his foot bones. Drugs Talk is Otis von Daring's words from his own world, which might
or might not exist.
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